Harris uses a combination of aesthetics and technology
across his work to provide a perceptual experience that
is highly dynamic for viewers. As a result, the artworks are
significantly distinct from typical fine art photography when
considering the different layers associated with the same. The
three main elements Harris uses to create such an excellent
experience for the viewers include media, color, and the
nature of abstraction, all blended synchronously to form a
multidimensional art form that creates perceptual variation as
the targeted outcome.
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Harris is highly influenced by his knowledge of quantum
mechanics, which explores the complexities of reality through
different dimensions. To reflect this, Harris employs layers
to achieve depth in his images, creating an optically illusory
experience. As a result, the imagery simultaneously affects our
external perception and internal feelings—a common feature
in his dimensional photography. Every artwork by Harris is a
juxtaposition of carefully crafted elements of light, space, and
movement and a product of visual mechanics. The goal behind
each work is to emphasize the variations in perception that
exist for every single thing in the world.
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Techpressionism, The Art of
Howard Harris
By Gunesh K. Anthony

H

oward Harris is globally recognized
for his masterful works, which
showcase a blend of fine art
photography and digital art paired with
state-of-the-art technology. Harris has
chosen a medium that is undoubtedly a
contemporary genre of art and requires
a high set of skills and vision, which Harris demonstrates
at an extraordinary level. Harris's style in his Dimensional
photographic art showcases expressionistic imagery; he has
developed a technique of his own: Techpressionism. Playing
with angles, lighting, and positioning to create different
dimensions to the same subject makes the art visually
provoking and stimulating.
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